meldCX Core Platform and Chrome OS: All-in-one stack for powerful kiosk & signage

The building blocks you need to rapidly build, manage, and deploy secure applications for kiosks & signage.

Today's digital-first consumers shop, engage, and learn in a whole new way. Considering that 80% of what is learn is visual*, signage and kiosk should therefore be at the forefront of any digital transformation strategy.

However, deploying commercial devices isn't always easy. meldCX is here to do the heavy lifting so you can focus on your customer experience.

The meldCX Core Platform and Chrome OS provides unprecedented flexibility and control over your apps and fleet of devices.

Get access to functionalities such as remote app and content scheduling, device health check, seamless connection to peripheral devices, developer tools, and more — all through a single pane of glass, the meldCX Cloud Console dashboard.

Discover the benefits

The platform built for digital transformation

- **Full control at your fingertips**
  Advanced monitoring, AI-based auto recovery, and uptime tools at your fingertips to build ultra reliable use cases

- **Easy integrations**
  More than 1000 out-of-the-box integrations built for IoT and kiosk environments

- **Accelerate time-to-value**
  With our Developer Portal, build apps that are secure, robust, a breeze to manage, and take a fraction of traditional development time.

*UCLA Study: Impact Analysis of Vision to Learn